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PART -A
(Maximum marks : 10)

Ma*s

I Answer a// questions in one or two sentences Each question canies 2 marks'

1. Mention the various types of dies.

2. Define the term shut trcight.

3. State about the term spring back in bending operation'

4. Define the term beird allowance.

5. Define Redrawing process. (5x2= l0)

PART - B

(Maximum marts : 30)

II Answer any lve of the following questions Each question canies 6 marks'

l. Distinguish benveen blanking and piercing operatiors'

2. List out the different press working operations'

3. Compare between fixed stripper and spring loaded stripper'

4. State the functions of stripper, knockout and stock stop used in a press tool'

5. State the elements to be considered for bending process'

6. Mention the field of applications of coining process'

7. Stat€ the vari6us applications of fine blanking operation' (5 x6 = 30)

PART _ C

(Maximum marls : 60)

(Arsweronefirllquestionfromeachunit.Eachfirllquestioncarries15ma*s.)

UNrr - I

ru (a) Describe about the combination die with sketch'

(b) Explain about the lever type stop with sketch'
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(a) Describe about the compound die with sketch.

O) Explain about the shearing action takes place in a sheet metal during press
working operation.
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II

(a) Describe about die set with sketch.

O) Reproduce the detailed view of a progressive tool.

On

(a) Explain the springJoaded stipper with sketch

O) State the factors to be considered while selecting a press.

UNrr - III

(a) Calculate ttre blank length to make the part shown below, by bending operation.
Thickness of part is 2mm.

O) Explain about the shaving process with sketch.

On

(a) Compare progressive tool and the compound tool.

(b) Explain the edge bending process with the sketch.

UNrr - IV

(a) Describe the embossing process with sketch.

O) Explain.the deep drawing process with sketch.

On

(a) Describe the fine blanking process with sketch.

(b) Explain the curling process with neat sketch.
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